UltraCare® XT Accessories
leading bed evolution

SafeLight
Available with three light settings and ability to install without tools, SafeLight illuminates the underside of the bed on either side while providing light during the evening for individual ingress/egress or safer transfers.

4" and 8" Length Extender
Extend the length of your UltraCare XT mattress surface by 4" for 35" width frames or 8" for 42" width frames to accommodate taller, larger residents.

Foam Bolster for Length Extension
Specially designed PrevaMatt® foam bolsters are available to add length to your existing mattress surface, extending comfort all the way to the foot end of the bed for taller residents.

UltraCare XT Bracket
Newly designed bed panel brackets transform your UltraCare XT panels to require tools for removal if additional security is required in your care setting. Three kits are available: foot panel, head panel, and head panel with trapeze.

Deluxe Assist Handle
New assist handle features an ergonomic and a sturdy soft touch handhold. The assist is mounted at an ergonomic height to best assist residents in and out of bed, and has an integrated pendant holder on each side.

Pendant Holder
The pendant holder contour design easily affixes to Joerns® assist devices making pendant stowage and retrieval simple. Residents can easily operate the pendant while it is sturdily stowed.

Mobility Status Indicator
NEW SAFETY FEATURE!! Visually alerts your caregivers with a flashing green light that the bed mobility is in an unlocked position. Easily attaches to each caster, adding a built-in safety reminder to each bed.